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A Guide to Arrows
By Hugh Turner

Introduction
After you’ve purchased your own equipment, there comes a time when you need some new arrows to
replace the club arrows to suit you and your bow, usually as you move up in poundage.  Arrows come
in many forms, thicknesses, materials, and stiffness, each of which has an influence on the flight of an
arrow.  This guide will help to demystify the jargon and help you on your way.

Target Audience
This guide is intended for recurve archers that are emerging from beginners and becoming
intermediate level archers.  They should be competent on a “Roo Shoot” to 30m or more (OzBow Red
30 if you’re following that Archery Australia scheme), and have their own bow.

A Note on Arrow Brands and Vendors
This document uses particular brands of arrows as an example only, it is not intended as an
endorsement of the brands, but just to illustrate a point.  The same is true of any website screenshots,
these are used as an example of what ordering options may be available.
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Choosing The Correct Arrow
Choosing the right arrow for you is based on a two main criteria:

● Draw weight
● Draw length

These two numbers determine the correct spine of the arrow you need to buy (which we’ll get to later).

Draw Weight
Draw weight is the amount of weight that you hold at full draw, and is related to the strength of your
limbs.  Limbs are usually constructed with the “standard” 28 inch draw length in mind, so in theory, a
28lb limb set would have a draw weight of 28lb at a draw length of 28 inches.  All limbs (and archers)
are not equal however, so the only way to know for sure what your current draw weight is with your
existing limbs is to measure it.

To measure your draw weight, the club has a handheld digital bow scale:

Ask one of the coaches to get it out and help you measure your draw weight at full draw.
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Draw Length
Once that’s out of the way, you need to know what your draw length is.  This is important to work out
how long your arrow shafts need to be.  MPB has a special arrow used for this, but you can also use
your existing (long) arrows and a marker to measure your ideal arrow length.  Easton have a handy
diagram in their arrow tuning guide that we have simplified for a recurve target arrow:

The black triangle represents the arrow rest, and you need to allow at least ¾” past that to the end of
the shaft.  For the first time you measure your arrow length with recurve bows, it is recommended that
you add an extra ½” to 1” to that arrow length.  This is because as you become stronger and your
shooting technique improves, the arrow will not be too short.  You can always cut an arrow down, but
you can never make it longer!

One of the main reasons for cutting your arrows to this precise length is when you start to use a riser
mounted clicker.  You will want to make sure your arrow is not too long to use with it.

What you might note from this diagram, is that the arrow length is measured from the tip of the shaft
(back of the point) to the bottom of the nock groove where the string sits, and NOT just to the back of
the arrow shaft.  If you ever buy arrows online and ask for pre-cut arrows, make note of this
(Alternative Services actually tell you on their website).
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Arrow Spine
Arrow spine was mentioned earlier, but what exactly is it?  Well, the spine rating of an arrow is simply
a measurement of its stiffness. The same model of arrow comes in a variety of stiffnesses; the lower
the number, the stiffer the arrow. For example, a 330 arrow is stiffer than a 500 spine arrow.

Spine ratings are measured using “static spine”, which is how an arrow reacts when an 880-gram
(1.94 lbs.) weight is suspended from the center of the arrow. The arrow must be 29” in length and
supported by two points, which are 28” apart. The number of inches the arrow deflects or bends is
multiplied by 1000. This is the spine size or measurement of an arrow. So, a 500 spine arrow bends
0.5-inches when the weight is applied (and a 1000 spine arrow bends 1 inch).

It’s worth noting here that if you cut an arrow to be shorter, it will stiffen it. This is really important
when it comes to selecting the right spine of arrow.  If you use a sight mounted clicker (and therefore
have a long arrow), and then decide to chop 3 inches off it to move to a riser mounted clicker, you’ll
stiffen it (as much as 300).  You will need to bear this in mind when it comes to the arrow chart - and
we’ll get to that a little later. Talk to your coach about when you’re ready to move onto a clicker, and
what type of clicker you should use.
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Arrow Choice
Now that we know the draw weight and length, we can get to the fun part, selecting the right arrow!  If
you’ve had the club arrows, you’ll likely have got either Avalon Classic, or their direct replacement, the
Skylon Radius.  These are fine arrows for beginners, but there is a world of choice out there.

Some of the manufacturers you might consider are:
● Skylon
● Easton
● Fivics
● Carbon Express

Here’s a handy chart of just some of the options (for regular target arrows - no maximum diameter
indoor arrows here):

Brand Arrow Straightness
Tolerance

Level Notes

Carbon
Express by
Feradyne

MAXIMA PRO RZ
RECURVE

+/- 0.0025" High Performance ID5.94 (0.234”). A “fat” arrow (Carbon
fibre).

Easton Avance Sport ±0.006” Beginner or
Intermediate

ID4 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)
Replaces the Easton Apollo

Easton Avance ±0.003” Intermediate ID4 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)
Replaces the Easton Carbon One

Easton A/C/E ±0.0015” High Performance ID4 Barrelled Shaft (Carbon fibre bonded
to Aluminum core)

Easton X10 ±0.0015” Olympian Barrelled Shaft (Carbon fibre bonded to
Aluminum core)

Fivics Five-X ±0.001” High-Performance ID3.15 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

Skylon Brixxon ±0.001” Intermediate ID4.2 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

Skylon Performa ±0.006” Intermediate ID3.2 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

Skylon Precium ±0.004” Intermediate ID3.2 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

Skylon Paragon ±0.002” High Performance ID3.2 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

Skylon Preminens ±0.001” High Performance ID3.2 Parallel Shaft (Carbon Fibre)

ID = internal diameter (in mm).

What you choose, and why you choose it is largely up to you.  If you have money to burn, go ahead
and buy some X10s. They are great arrows and have won every Olympic title in recent years, but will
they make you a better shot?  No; that’s up to you and your technique.  Will a cheap arrow make you
worse? Maybe, if it’s made to poor tolerances and with poor materials badly put together, but none of
the arrows listed above fall into that category.

In general terms though, an arrow built to tighter tolerances will perform more consistently with the
others in the batch it comes with, but in the end it usually comes down to budget, and historically, a lot
of club members have bought the Easton Carbon One (though this is now discontinued in favour of
the Easton Avance). Bear in mind you will lose and/or break arrows at some point.
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The Arrow Chart
Once you’ve selected which type of arrow you want, you need to know what the spine value needs to
be.  To do this, you consult the arrow chart of the manufacturer in question. We’ll walk you through 2
examples.

Example 1 - Skylon
For this first example, we’ll pick the Skylon Brixxon, a reasonably priced intermediate arrow (roughly
$85 per dozen - shafts only).

Appendix A has the arrow chart for their 2021 catalogue.  Let’s start with your draw weight and say it’s
28lb.  Look at the far right of the table under the “Recurve Bow” column.  You’ll see 24-29# listed on
one of the rows.  Now move left along that row until you hit your correct arrow length in inches.  You
should round your arrow length up or down to the nearest inch.  For argument's sake, we’ll say we
have an arrow length of 28 inches.

The value where the row and the column meet up for this is Group A3. Have a look at Group A3 and
you’ll see the various spines suitable for you based on your arrow type.

For the Brixxon arrows for a recurve bow, the table for group A3 says you need the 850-800 spine
arrows (be careful not to mix it up with the compound row, which would have a stiffer spine of 750).

OK, great, that’s a choice of 2 different spines, 850 or 800!  Which one you pick is down to you.  If
you’re on the higher side of the poundage range, or the longer side of the draw length (remember you
rounded up or down), you might want the stiffer arrow, so the 800 might be the right choice for you
(which we’ll use as our example going forward)..
If in doubt, ask your coach.  You can tune an arrow to a certain extent with various methods (which we
won’t go into), so it’s not the end of the world.
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Example 2 - Easton

Let’s pick the Avance arrow here for our Easton example (roughly $160 per dozen - shafts only).

We’ll do the same draw weight and length of 28lb and 28”.  Take a look at the chart in Appendix B for
the 2021 example, or use Easton’s “Target Shaft selector” on their website:
https://eastonarchery.com/targetshaftselector/ (note it may not reflect the latest catalogue).

Again the recurve poundage is on the right, and the draw length along the top.  You should find
yourself in group T3.  The Avance in that group is the 730 spine, so only one choice.

Note that different manufacturers will recommend different spines based on the construction of their
arrows (and the spine value may not be constant all along the shaft), so don’t expect equivalence
between brands or even different arrows from the same brand.
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Points, Nock Pins,and Nocks
When you buy arrows, generally speaking they don’t come with points, pins, or nocks; you need to
buy them separately.  We’ll stick with the Skylon Brixxon here for our example.

Points
Find the point for the Brixxon arrows in the shop of your choice.  The website shots for this are from
Alternative Services in the UK (other vendors are available).

We have a lot of options, but don’t despair! The number on the left is the spine range, so we can quite
happily narrow this down to two options based on our choice of an 800 spine arrow:

Now we come to the second set of numbers in brackets - the weight of the point in grains (one grain is
0.065 grams).  Note that there are three numbers here, that’s because these are “break-off” points.
You can break off bits of the point to reduce the weight of it by 10 grains each time.  But which one do
you need?  A heavier point will make the arrow slightly weaker (less stiff), and a lighter point will make
it stiffer (so you can fine tune your arrow stiffness this way if you need to).  So again, this depends on
which side of the scale you were on and if you are more likely to need to stiffen or weaken your arrow.
Some points only have one choice of point weights for a given spine.
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Pins
Nock pins are the bits on the end of your arrow that go in the back of the shaft so you can attach a
pin-style nocking point to it:

Picking the right pin is easy, and as it happens, Skylon usually include some pins with your arrow
shafts (which is nice), however, they are likely to break/dent if you do a “Robin Hood”, so a spare set
is always a good idea.  In this example, you have a choice of pins, we’ll need the second option
(Brixxon (ID4.2) 700-900).  This is so that the outside diameter of the “ring” at the back of the pin lines
up with the outside diameter of the arrow shaft we’re buying.  After you’ve got your pin, you need a
nock (see later).
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Bushings and Press-Fit Nocks
The alternative to the pin-style nock fittings is the press-fit type (like Easton’s G-Nock).  You can install
these directly in the arrow shaft, or, into a bushing designed for your arrow.  Bushings are generally
made of aluminium and may provide extra protection for your arrow shaft against impacts.

Which option you take is a personal choice.  Whatever you use, make sure they’ll fit your arrow.
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Nocks
Next we need some pin nocks (if you're using nock pins).  These are a personal choice, but you’ll
need ones that fit your pins.  Skylon offer a range of colours, but only two types, long nocks (large) for
compound, and small (shorter) nocks for recurve. We’ll pick a pack of lurid fluro green for recurve
here:

Personally, I find that Skylon nocks are slightly on the small side (in terms of the gap for the string), so
you may want to consider an alternative if you find this to be the case.  Ask to try someone’s nocks to
see which brand suits your string best before you buy.

Whatever you choose, buy enough so you have a good supply of spares, the better you get, the more
likely you are to hit your own arrows and damage nocks.  NEVER shoot an arrow with a damaged
nock (all that force going through a damaged nock can have nasty consequences).
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Buying your Arrows

Once you know your arrow length and the spine, you need and go and buy your arrows by filling in the
right fields on the website:

Make sure you fill this in correctly, and as before, it’s better to get your shafts too long rather than too
short.  If you’d prefer to get the full shaft length and cut them at the club, that’s also an option, as we
have an arrow saw in the workshop; feel free to ask Keith Frewin or Bob Burnell (or any member
that’s been trained and authorised to use the saw) to help you out - preferably with the advice of your
coach.
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Fletches & Arrow Wraps

Fletches
You’ll need some fletches (or vanes) to go on your arrows.  Your options here are extremely varied,
and much of it will be personal choice, however there are a few guidelines for vanes.

● In general, for shorter distances (i.e. indoors) a higher drag set of vanes is preferable so that
they can straighten the arrow out in-flight much quicker than a low drag set of vanes.  High
drag vanes tend to be longer and higher.

● For longer distances, shorter and lower vanes produce less drag, and therefore affect arrow
speed much less (which is good over distance), but you still need enough of a vane to help
straighten the arrow out.

● Most people who shoot both indoors and outdoors and have one set of arrows will tend to
settle on the smaller end of the scale, but the choice is up to you.

There are a couple of types of arrow vanes used for recurve, namely:

● Rubber style vanes that are stuck on with glue.

● Spin wing style vanes that use adhesive tape to stick on the vane, and anchor tape to protect
the leading and trailing edges (which can also be customised with various designs and
colours).

Rubber vane pros:
● Much sturdier than the spin wing vanes.
● Generally cheaper.
● Can be fletched straight or helically (using the right jig).

Rubber vane cons:
● The glue used with rubber vanes tends to leave a messy residue behind when you remove a

vane, you may need to do some very careful scraping.
● Usually requires a fletching jig - takes longer to fletch.

Spin wing vane pros:
● Much easier to fletch - especially using marked arrow wraps (see later).
● Easy to remove cleanly.
● Designed to impart a spin on your arrows for more stable flight.
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Spin wing vane cons:
● Generally more expensive.
● Easy to remove unintentionally (such as when you shoot through your clicker).

Ultimately, the choice is a personal one, but by all means ask other archers what they prefer and ask
about their experiences and why they made the choice they did.  Not all spin wings are created equal,
and the same goes for the rubber vanes.

Arrow Wraps (optional)
Arrow wraps are specially measured stickers that are designed to fit around the rear of your arrow like
so:

They serve no practical purpose in terms of arrow flight, but they are still useful:

● They look great - the massive variation in designs can make your arrows stand out.
● They can be printed with your name (which can be handy, since you are required to identify

your arrows on the shaft for competitions).  This looks better than a shaky attempt with a paint
marker.

● They can be bought in numbered sets, so you can identify individual arrows.
● They can be marked with spin wing lines (as shown below).  These serve as guides that are

in the right place for your arrows to attach the spin wings.
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When you buy a set of wraps, you’ll be asked to specify the arrow model and the spine - this is so
they can be printed to be the correct size with no overlap:
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That said, if all you want is a name label, some arrow wrap companies offer these too:

Some archers choose not to use wraps, as they believe they upset the makeup of the arrow, and they
can alter the weight distribution and stiffness.  Ultimately, what arrow wraps you choose is up to you,
you can choose to stand out, or just have something simple and practical, or you can just leave your
arrows as they come.

Thanks for Reading
We hope you gained some insight into the world of arrows and that this information proves useful.
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Appendix A - Skylon Arrow Chart (2021)
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Appendix B - Easton Arrow Chart (2021)
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